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mayuri informs ury's ghost that, unlike ury, he has no need to become stronger and stronger in order
to be respected, but instead only needs to take care of his people and make them happy. he states

that if he is indeed the strongest and the most powerful then ury is right. he then says that he is
going to take ury's place and invites ury's spirit to join him and tells ury that he knows where his

pride is and the quincy will not die this time. as he prepares to leave, he says that he will have ury's
spirit with him the entire time he is gone. when the spirit questions where mayuri is going, mayuri
says that he is going to the land of the dead to meet with his mother. when ury's spirit asks why

mayuri is doing this, mayuri tells him that because he has been a bad person, he will be the one to
punish him. [100] when ury asks where he is going, mayuri tells him that he is going to the land of
the dead to ask his mother for advice. ury reveals that his mother is dead and asks why mayuri is

going to meet with her. mayuri tells ury that his mother is his spirit and that spirit. mayuri tells ury's
spirit that, like his mother, he is the best person and he is going to ask his mother for advice. mayuri

then stabs ury's spirit multiple times, killing it. [99] when nemu finally dies of her injuries, mayuri
states that she had done what he wanted her to do by stabbing him with his zanpakut. he then notes
that this is proof that he can control the zanpakut's bankai, since he was inside it when he destroyed

it and now has his jebara power. [43]
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as pernida proceeds to absorb everything within sight, mayuri explains that he wanted to find the
true form of the compulsory which was given to him by pernida, and that he needed to touch it to

see its true form. he states that after yhwach gave him the ability to control the compulsory with his
own will, the compulsory changed and became his, and that it has absorbed the reishi of the entire

seireitei into its shape. mayuri notes that the compulsory is not just yhwach's, but the god of
destruction's as well, and that both yhwach and the god of destruction are the true test subjects for

it. mayuri reveals that his patience has reached its limit, and that he has waited for this moment,
and that he now wishes to end the compulsory's life for the good of all. nemu informs him that he is
still too weak to stop it, but mayuri insists that this is not the case. mayuri calls for his bankai, which
is a large beast with the head of a crocodile, with the many spikes on its back. when he releases it,
mayuri continues his attack with it until it is destroyed. [100] mayuri notes that the compulsory is
currently absorbing both the buildings and the rest of the seireitei. ikkaku and hitsugaya charge at

mayuri, but mayuri simply pushes them away and begins to dance about, chanting a mystic word as
he does so. [101] as yhwach's voice begins to fill the room, mayuri begins to chant a mystic word.

yhwach notes that mayuri is not what he expected, but mayuri merely laughs and notes that he does
not care what yhwach is. ikkaku, hitsugaya and charlotte start to attack mayuri, but yhwach warns
them not to move, as he has created a barrier to protect them from him. yhwach notes that there is
something more important at stake than whether mayuri lives or dies, as it is the compulsory's life
that is at stake and it will absorb the entire seireitei. yhwach states that a god is stronger than a
devil, but the devil will stop at nothing to challenge a god. mayuri laughs that yhwach is the devil

and that he will stop at nothing to challenge yhwach. yhwach notes that he has no choice but to kill
mayuri. as yhwach struggles to control his more powerful bankai, mayuri lets his bankai burn his

hirenkyaku shoes, which start to emit a bright light. asking yhwach what he is thinking, mayuri notes
that if yhwach can master the compulsory's bankai, it will be one step closer to taking over both of

the bankai of the god of destruction and the god of destruction itself. [102] 5ec8ef588b
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